Boredom
Busters
Fun games & activities to keep dogs
occupied and happy
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Brain Games for Happy Hounds
It's often said that a tired dog is a happy dog,. The ideas in this ebook
will certainly help tax your dog's grey matter and lead to a tired and
happy hound.

Keeping our dogs occupied
Just like humans, dogs can become bored. It’s often said that: “the devil nds
work for idle hands” and the same could be said for “idle paws.”
Our dogs don’t destroy things or exhibit behaviours we don’t like out of spite –
dogs are not pre-programmed to know right from wrong! Rather than
intentionally breaking the rules, dogs tend to form habits they enjoy.
If you’d rather your dog formed habits you like, our handy ‘boredom busters’ will
help your dog channel some of their mental and physical energy into habits that
you can both enjoy.
This e-booklet is packed full of ideas that will help keep your dog occupied and
happy. Why not give them a try a today?
Happy reading!

Susan McKeon
Owner, Happy Hounds Dog Training & Behaviour

The Muffin Tin Game
The muf n tin game is a fun way for your dog to use their brain and is
an inexpensive interactive toy/game.

For the muffin tin game you will need
A 6 or 12 well muf n tin (metal, not silicon)
Some tasty food rewards
6 or 12 tennis balls, or scrunched up pieces of
paper

Io play the game
First get your dog used to getting a food treat
from the muf n tin, by dropping in a food reward
into each well and then allowing your dog to eat
the reward.
Do this several times, to make sure your dog is
happy with placing their nose in the tin.
Then, cover 2 or 3 of the food rewards with a tennis ball or a piece of
scrunched up paper.
Encourage your dog to use their nose and paws to dislodge the balls to reveal
and eat the food rewards.
When your dog is readily removing 2-3 tennis balls, then cover all the wells
with a tennis ball.

Training tip: To help ensure that your dog doesn’t get frustrated, make
sure that you keep hold of the muf n tin, or put it on a non-slip
surface.

Watch the game in action
My greyhound, Mina, used to love the muf n tin game. You can see her in action
in the video below.

The 'Lucky Dip' Box
Making a ‘lucky dip’ box is an inexpensive and easy way to provide
your dog with mental stimulation.

Introduce a ‘lucky dip’ box
If your dog likes to destroy items, providing them with a number of items
that they can safely destroy and have fun destroying - such as cardboard
boxes (with any staples removed), the cardboard inside of kitchen roll/toilet
roll, old newspapers etc – will help preserve your belongings. Making a
‘lucky dip’ box is easy and provides a great outlet for your dog.

Making your 'lucky dip' box
Take a suitable box and within it, place a stuffed
Kong®, a few chews, a favourite toy, and bits of
kibble, raw carrot – whatever your dog likes to eat.
Putting a chew inside the inside of an old kitchen
roll tube, wrapping a toy in several sheets of
newspaper…the contents are only limited by your
imagination and what is safe to destroy.
Your dog will then have to use both mental and
physical energy to empty the box and should
enjoy (calmly) eating a chew or Kong® at the end
of it. You will have some clearing up to do, but it is
better to clean up items you have provided your dog to destroy, rather than
those you haven’t!

Mealtime Magic
There are lots of ways you can turn mealtimes into a fun activity or
training time for your dog.

Making mealtimes magical
Turn mealtimes into a time when your dog has to work for their food. There are
so many different games and food puzzles that you can offer a different activity
every day of the week if you wish! This helps to keep your dog mentally
stimulated, teaches them how to problem solve and gives them con dence to try
new things.

Interactive food puzzles
You can help your dog put their brain to use at mealtimes by using interactive
food puzzles. There are lots of interactive food puzzles to choose from, including:
Treat balls that are designed to be rolled around for
the kibble to come out.
Kong® Wobbler which is an interactive food toy that
sits upright until it is pushed by your dog’s paw or
nose, and then dispenses treats as it wobbles, spins
and rolls.
Snuf e mats, as the name suggests, are a great way
for your dog to ‘snuf e’ out their food. They are
generally made from a rubber mat which is
intertwined with eece strips, and your dog sniffs to
nd the dry food which is hidden between the eece
strips.
Nina Ottosson games which encourage your dog to work our puzzles to
release the food.

Stuffed chew toys
If you feed your dog wet food there are several
rubber toys that are designed to be stuffed with
food and extend meal times, or provide a ‘boredom
buster’ for your dog. One of the most well-known of
these is the Kong® Classic.
The Kong® Classic is made of durable rubber and
can be stuffed with a variety of food types. The
ingredients for a stuffed Kong® are only limited by
your imagination and what your dog likes to eat!

Remember to ensure that any foods you use are safe for dogs to eat.
Once your dog is comfortable using a Kong®, you can even progress to
freezing the contents, which means it takes your dog longer to eat
them.

Scatter feeding
Rather than feeding out of a bowl,
turn mealtimes into a ‘hide, scent &
eat’ game? You can scatter kibble
in the garden and encourage your
dog to nd their meal.

Scenting for Success
The dog’s nose is amazing and hundreds of thousands times more
sensitive than our sense of smell. Scent work is great way for our dogs
to engage their brains and use their greatest sense.

Scent work
Scent work can be enjoyed by every dog – no matter
what their breed or age.

Playing ‘find it’:
Introducing your dog to the ‘ nd it’ game is an easy
way to start scent work, and you can start your dog
off with searching for cheese!
Make sure you have plenty of chopped cheese
Give your dog a piece of the cheese
Next, get ready to throw a small piece on the ground - near your feet
As you throw the cheese, say ‘ nd it!’ and let your dog eat it
Once your dog has eaten the cheese and looks back up at you, throw the next
piece of cheese, saying ‘ nd it!’ as you do so
Repeat 5-6 times maximum, and keep initial training sessions short
Once your dog is happy with the ‘ nd it’ game, you can start to vary it by hiding
the cheese in places where your dog will need to sniff it out.

Training bonus: Playing ‘ nd it’ increases the reliability of recalls, as
the ‘ nd it’ game can’t continue unless your dog comes back to you,
before you throw another piece of cheese.

Digging for Victory
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Why dogs like to dig
Digging is a natural activity for many dogs but it is not fun when your garden has
become like a lunar landscape. Rather than try to stop your dog digging – if you
do this, it is likely that another and equally unwanted behaviour will take its
place – provide them with a dedicated space that they can dig in.

Introduce a digging pit
A digging pit can be a corner of your garden or an old sand-pit that is designated
as your dog’s digging spot. Fill the area with soil (avoid sand, as it’s likely to
attract the local cats as a communal litter tray) and hide some rubber toys,
chews or bones in the soil. Bring your dog into the garden, take them to the
digging pit and encourage them to dig.
If, at any time, they start to dig elsewhere in the garden, quietly take them away
from the area and lead them to the digging area and encourage them to dig in the
digging pit
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